
Group Questions
Sermon Recap
A life of faith is similar to a long journey. However, you’re not actually on a journey if you’re
not moving. While the faith journey can be long and slow, it shouldn’t be stagnant.
Throughout this series, we’re going to discuss some mile markers of a faith journey to
help you know where you are and where you need to go next. This week we look at the
things in our lives that may hinder or slow us down in our faith journey.

CONNECTION
We can all probably agree that being stuck is frustrating, whether it's in traffic, in a job for
years, or in an airport. Does anyone here remember a time when they were stuck
somewhere, maybe an instance that really stands out?

When you're stuck in traffic in northern Kentucky, what's your strategy? Sit and wait...
take the next exit for the back roads... or do whatever google maps tells you to do?

It's easy to notice when we're stuck in traffic, but what about when we're stuck in our
faith? Do you think there have been seasons of life where you were stuck in your faith
journey, or your faith felt stagnant? Did you notice it right away? Were you as eager to get
it moving as you are to get out of traffic? What helped you get moving again?

TENSION
Stalling out in your faith is something that most, if not, all believers experience. There are
often reasons behind this, so let's look at a few verses in the book of Hebrews to see what
might be going on.

Someone read Hebrews 12:1-2. Someone else read the same verses from The Message
paraphrase.

There are two things mentioned here, "everything that hinders" and "the sin that so easily
entangles us." In The Message, it says "extra spiritual fat" and "parasitic sins." We would all



agree that those parasitic sins can stall out someone's faith journey. But what do you
think about "extra spiritual fat?" What do you think that means?

What about those parasitic sins? Whether it's gossiping, judging others in your heart, or
sexual addictions. How do you think our sins slow down or stop the movement in our
faith?

TRUTH
It can often be challenging to discern when some of the good things in our lives are
hindering our faith. One line Jamie gave this week to help with this was, "Good things
become bad things when good things become god things." Author, Timothy Keller, says it
like this "Idolatry happens when we take good things and make them ultimate things."

One great way to know if a good thing has become an ultimate thing is to try and release
it. Or if it gets taken away from you. Your reaction to losing a good thing may clue you in
that it was an ultimate thing. Has this ever happened to you? Do you think there are good
things in your life that you may be elevating higher than it deserves?

Someone read 1 Corinthians 9:24-25.

It can be difficult to run this spiritual race and win the prize if there's any known sin in
your life that's tangling you up. And amazingly, we can keep sin around like a small pet. It
can be easy to let it linger around but not do anything about it. But the book of James
has some straightforward and good advice for this.

Someone read James 5:16.

We hear this and think of very destructive sins, but this is a great way to eliminate those
small-pet sins that we tend to let linger. Sins like gossip, telling little lies, and judging
others. Do you think James's advice would work or not? Why do you believe that?

APPLICATION
We've talked a lot about things that can hinder our faith; as we wrap up, what are some
things that can be a catalyst for our faith?

Someone read Hebrews 10:24-25.

"Let us consider how we may spur one another on." What are some ways we can do this?
Or, more specifically, what are some things that you know would help spur you on in your
faith?
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